Minutes of the second PROTECT special meeting on MSW
Location: Main Port Office Le Havre Port Authority
Date: 26 November 2013

1. Opening by Chairman
In his introduction the chairman informed the attendees about a meeting of EMSA (Summit) about
MSW which took place in Lisbon. He was invited but could not attend.

2. Minutes of previous meeting
The minutes were approved.

3. Bremen meeting
A small delegation of the Rotterdam Port Authority has recently visited Bremen and organized an
‘Ad-Hoc’ meeting including a delegation from Hamburg. The purpose of this meeting was to clarify
the position of the German ports.

4. PROTECT STATEMENT
It was agreed to prepare a ‘PROTECT STATEMENT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF EU DIRECTIVE
2010/65’.
A special page on the PROTECT website www.protect-group.org will be created where all relevant
documentation and information will be provided for the benefit of the PROTECT members and
perhaps others who are involved.

5. Implementation Scenarios
Raymond gave a presentation with the various different implementation scenarios that can be
considered. His presentation can also be found on the special webpage or can be downloaded here.

6. Further process; things to do.




We should bring the Statement to the organization we would like to address, not send
Publish the statement on the PROTECT-group website
To design factsheets, demonstrating our experience and knowledge










Refer to: White Paper EPCSA and check coherence
Refer to: EHMC statement on implementation of 2010/65 and check coherence
To supplement the statement with an Observation: Quick scan of implementation 2010/65 in
the EU. (action: translation)
Check the minutes from Antwerp, whether all remarks are covered by the Statement
On behalf of the PROTECT-group, Herman will approach EMSA directly, and “brings” the
Statement.
Invite EMSA for demonstrating “good practice in information exchange” in ports, and clarify
what is already available for the purpose of the implementation of Directive 2010/65>> To
organize a workshop in Rotterdam for this purpose (planned in February 2014)
Make a timetable to plan the PROTECT-group meetings (data/time/place) – up to June 1,
2015 at least every 3 months.
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